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Set-Up Area: Up to 30x30 pitch, split into 2x2 grid
Equipment: Balls, bibs, cones
Number of players: 12 - but can be adapted for more or fewer
Session time: 20 mins
Depending on required outcomes, teams can change roles
after losing/winning possession, or after set time period.

PRACTICE SET-UP

MAINTAIN POSSESSION

Practice Set-Up
12 players split into three teams of four players each
Two attacking teams (light blue and dark blue)
One defending (yellow)
 
Coaching Points
Can be adapted to suit required outcomes, or when it
features in your weekly training schedule, eg: 
Quick play in a 4v2. Can player receiving in the next
box protect ball while waiting for support? How
quickly can supporting players arrive in the next box?
Can attackers in possession transfer the ball into the
box with two players to give them more chance? 

Once the ball is transferred to one of the other
attackers, their team then joins together in the same
box to play a 4v2 against the other pair of defenders,
who will press and attempt to win possession. The
first attacking team then spreads out to fill the other
three boxes while the other two defenders work the
lines to block the pass out of the 4v2 box. 

Timing
Defending team can stay in for a period of time, ie
three minutes, for a set number of regains, or each
time possession is won / lost, depending on the
requirements of your session.

Practice Detail
Game starts as a 4v2 in one of the grid boxes.
The other attacking team spreads out in the
remaining three boxes. Remaining defenders are not
allowed in the box with the 4v2, but can defend the
lines to prevent the ball from being transferred out to
the other attacking team, if required/necessary for
your outcomes or needs from the session.

Attacking team in the 4v2 must make five passes (or
as many as required for your outcomes, or player
numbers/ability) before they can transfer the ball by
passing into a player in one of the three other boxes.  

TRANSFER PLAY


